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NOTES

Pattens Cottage, Pickett
Lane

5

O2

Zero, indoors and out

Mohun House DT8 3HZ

2

O2

1/2 bars upstairs only

Unreliable signal. Can send & receive texts but no calls

Church Gate Cottage
Church Hill

2

Vodafone

1 to 2 in the house at best

Consistently weak. Can rarely get a signal in the garden. Can get a signal
through rear downstairs kitchen back door or upstairs back bedroom
window.

Hill Farm House, DT8 3HS

1

Vodafone

Highly variable. 1 to 3 bars

Can only get reception by placing/using phone in windows at front of house
or outside

Hill Cottage, Church Hill

2

Tesco
O2

None

Have to walk up to churchyard and stand on back wall to send/receive a text
- and forget actually trying to speak to someone!

Church Hill Cottage

2

EE

No signal in house

Intermittent signal at the end of the garden - but not reliable
Intermittent signal in the Churchyard
For a reliable data signal we generally have to drive to Beaminster eg to
upload files

Pipplepen Farm Cottages

3

Tesco

Very hit and miss 1 0r 2 bars Different phones with same sim card have differing results, getting fed up
with hanging out of bedroom window or having to run to end of garden near
Pipplepen Farm to answer phone..Can't get signal in village at all.

22, School Hill

3

Talk Mobile (Vodafone?)

0 to 3 bars

Only reliable signal strength (sufficient to conduct a conversation) is upstairs
in the back bedroom.

Bakers Arms

2

EE

None in house

1-2 bars variable at points in the garden; 2 bars reliable at highest point in
garden near our Gazebo ( level with School Hill)

Sockety Farm

7

EE/Orange
Vodafone

No reception downstairs.
Upstairs bars come and go.

Bridge Farmhouse

5

O2

No signal in house

12, Parrett Mead

4

Sainsbury (Vodafone)

Outdoors - none until 50 metres from the house in an easterly direction (in
our parking area.) Signal strength - one bar.
Pathetic, if lucky one bar on the arm of the living room chair towards the
back of the room. The odd flicker of recognition very rarely in the upstairs
back bedrooms. If we try out the front of the house on the road we
sometimes get one bar.
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14 Parrett Mead

4

O2
Vodafone

Nil

O2: There is an occasional weak signal spike upstairs by north facing
windows which can allow receipt of the odd text if the conditions are right. It
is not reliable enough to use. Definitely not good enough for calls or data. I
use the TuGo app on O2 which provides some voice/text over wifi, but again
not 100% reliable.
Vodafone: Best reception on south facing side of house. Signal is
unreliable, but a lot better than O2 - I have actually held calls whilst stood on
my driveway. Also I get a weak data signal so emails and IM messages
come through.

11 Parrett Mead

4

Virgin

Zero

On the very odd occasion a signal appears on the phone in the upstairs
bedrooms but last for only seconds!!

Rowan Tree Cottage, South
Perrott DT8 3HU

7

Vodafone and O2

2 bars garden; 0-1 upstairs;
1-2 downstairs

Sometimes no signal downstairs.

Riverside

2

Vodafone

0-1 bar

Slight signal at upstairs window

Sunnyside, Pipplepen Lane

3

Three and O2

None indoors. Occasionally
one in garden

Three provides an App that allows use of WiFi for sending/receiving texts
and calls. “A good service”.

Holt Farm, Old Golf Course

7

Vodafone

One, sometimes two bars

9 Manor Close

5

Utility Warehouse
EE (work)

One bar sometimes.

3, Parrott Mead

4

BT

Zero

Shire Cottage

1

Three

Zero

Have to go outside into courtyard to get any sort of signal

Rose Cottage Church Hill

2

No mobile phone

Court Staddle Barn

4

1 Vodafone and 2 O2

1: zero 2: 1 bar at back of
garden

Can occasionally receive texts at back of garden but not send them

5

Can perhaps receive a text but not make a call.
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The Coach House

6

BT

Zero

Grey Abbey

7

EE

low

Intermittent signal

Threshers Barn, Hill Farm

1

O2 and EE

Both awful to poor

Need to drive to get a signal. No reception indoors.

21 School Hill

3

O2

Naff to average (2 to 3 bars)

Back of house upstairs best

Badger Cottage

2

EE

1 occasionally

Unreliable signal in conservatory and hanging out of back bedroom window.
Not reliable enough to use phone as signal keeps coming and going. Not
able to receive texts.

11 School Hill

3

Orange

Nil

8 Manor Close

5

EE (T Mobile & Orange)
Tesco

Zero to one bar

No signal at all indoors on our networks or visitors phones. Variable signal
from bedroom window or in back garden (none if weather bad). Can usually
get signal up Picket Lane or to dam.

Court Church Farm

4

Tesco - O2
EE
3

Fair 2G 0-4 inside N Facing
Fair to poor 2G & 3G 0-2
Good 3G 6 (see note)

3 through Internet access

The Granary, Hill Farm

1

BT

Poor

Have to go to the Barn garages to get a signal Mobile not used at home.

15 School Hill

3

EE
O2

EE No bars (has Internet
connection)
O2 1 bar

To make or receive calls I have to walk into my garden

Owl Cottage

2

Vodafone

0-1 bar

Can sometimes send a text from certain parts of the house/garden & texts
sometimes take 24hrs to reach me at home.

Court Farm Cottage

4

Only used for emergencies

Nil or staccato

Has to drive up Lecher Lane for a signal. On the occasion of a storm
bringing land line down, ringing from Kent to check on damage at home,
totally unable to get through for five days. Extremely worrying.
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4

EE
Vodafone

0 bars

Occasionally a signal received but not often enough to be relied upon. Can
take two days to receive a message (by text or phone). Most inconvenient if we give our mobile numbers we have to advise that it is not our preferred
method and default to the land line.

7

EE
O2

1 Bar, but cuts out when
answered

2 bars outdoors, improves the higher up the field you go.

8, School Hill

3

EE
Vodafone

1 bar

Can only get reception when the phone is up against the window & outside
can rarely get any signal at all. Overall, terrible signal.

Old Sarum

6

Vodafone
Virgin

7 Parrett Mead

4

Talk Talk

…only way I have been able to get an effective signal at Sarum is to stand
on a six feet high bank, in all weathers, at the top of our garden. The bank is
located some 120 yards from the house.
About seven years ago my son complained to Vodafone about the poor
signal in South Perrott. In response, they said they had noted the problem
and it would included in their future development plan!

Non existent
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10 School Hill

3

EE

1 bar on GPRS at the window no service all other areas of the flat. I'm
currently on EE and have hardly any signal at all around the flat. To get any
reception I have to hang out the window and then the signal ( all of one bar )
will just cut off mid conversation. This was extremely worrying as I moved in
whilst heavily pregnant and whilst I had to call my midwives when I was in
labour the phone cut out on me several times. I do pay quite a lot for my
contract and did raise this with EE they eventually gave me 25 percent off
my bill every month by this still doesn't help the fact I’m tied into a contract
with a phone I can't really use. EE also advised me to get wifi so they could
set up wifi calling when I informed them I won't be getting the Internet for
some time for the wifi calling to work they then advised me to ask my
neighbour downstairs for there internet password so I could use wifi calling!!
I was shocked when they advised me to do that!
I eventually got a internet dongal with 3 and place this on the Window seal
(sic) so I now have wifi to use the Internet on my phone ECT but this is
another service I have to pay for.

Hillbrook House, Church
Hill,

2

O2

Possible signal in 2nd floor attic conversion with window open, facing West.

The Old Rectory

6

Vodafone

1 bar

I can get 2 bars if I go up into the attic and hang out the window

18 School Hill

3

EE

2

Signal varies a lot and we lose a lot of calls. If we walk into the village there
is no reception

Winterhays

3

EE

Full

Quite good reception but better by window.

Tumberland

1

No mobile

Full

We do not have a mobile phone but when our family visit the quality is good.
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4

Orange

Nil

23 School Hill

3

Orange
Tesco

1-2 Bars
3-4 Bars

Orange: Can send texts OK from most places in the house although there
are dead spots. But cannot make/receive calls consistently. Only reception
strong enough from upstairs back bedroom and downstairs back kitchen.
Tesco: Can make/receive texts and calls from all over the house consistently
and can make/receive calls. A few dead spots occasionally.

7 Manor Close

5

EE

varies

Reception seems to depend on weather - also EE (Everything, Everywhere,
except where you are!). Seems to work better towards back of house/
garden.

Church Gate Cottage
Church Hill

2

Vodafone

1-2 Bars if phone propped
against rear window,
otherwise nil.

To make any sort of reliable calls I have to stand in the church yard. Not
fitted Sure Signal because used as holiday home.
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